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Solution et mode de correction  

 

Exercise 1 (10 points): 

1 Point pour chaque bonne réponse. 

Attention ! Si la réponse n’est pas complète : c’est 0 point (il faut encercler toutes les bonnes réponses) 

Please circle the number(s) corresponding to the correct answer(s) (there may be more than one right 

answer!).For each question, you must find all the correct answers.   

 

A-The correct synonyms of Titanic are: 

 

1-Boundless          2-Infinitesimal         3-Slim         4-Huge 

 

B- 2D shapes which have not 4 sides are: 

 

1-Rectangles         2-Parallelograms      3-Kites        4- Circles 

 

C-We do not use a preposition of time with these words: 

 

1-This evening        2-Tomorrow          3-October 

 

D-Some features of Fish class are:  

 

1- Breathing with lungs      2-Breathing with gills        3-Warm-blooded      

 

E-Objects can be made of different kinds of materials like:  

 

1- Clay                     2- Glass                  3-Fabric 

 

F-Some features of Mammals are: 

 

2- Have an endoskeleton         2- Presence of fur        3- Give birth to live babies 

 

G-The field of Biology that deals with classifying  organisms is called : 

 

1-Taxonomy                 2-Clasification           3-Taxinomy 

 

H-The founder of the binomial nomenclature is : 

 

1-Aristotle                      2-Linnaeus               3-James Linnaeus 

 

I-The Siberian tiger  is : 

 

1-The largest tiger in the world                 2-The smallest tiger in the world 



 

J-A cone is a: 

 

1-2d shape               2-3d shape 
 

Exercise 2 (6 points): 

Fill in the blank  cells and arrange all the given adjectives in the correct order. 

1 Point pour chaque bonne réponse. 

Attention! Il faut trouver l’ordre complet et remplir toutes les cases du tableau correspondant sinon c’ 

est 0 point. 

1-Beautiful/Algerian. 

Listen to this beautiful Algerian song. 

 
2-Green/Glass. 

I have broken your green glass bottle. 

 
3- White/Small/Cute. 

It is a cute small white cat. 

 
4- Famous/Italian/New.  

It is a famous new Italian shoes store. 

 
5-Ridiculous/Small/Circular/Plastic. 

Look at this ridiculous small circular plastic chair. 

 
6-French/Interesting/Medical/Old. 

Use this interesting old French medical tool. 

 
Exercise 3 (4 points): 

0.5 Point pour chaque bonne réponse. 

 

Fill in the blanks with the right preposition (time or place). 

1. He is swimming …in……the river. 

2. Where is Sonia ? She is …at…..school. 

3. The plant is …On/Under/beside…the table. 

4. There's nothing……on….TV tonight. 

5. Karim is arriving……in…….February……on….the 13th eight o'clock…in... the morning.  

6. The train went……through……. the tunnel.    

 


